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Sleep and maintenance of brain structure are essential for the continuity of a person’s
cognitive/mental health. Interestingly, whether normal structural maintenance of the
brain and sleep continuously interact in some way over day–week–month times has
never been assessed at an individual-person level. This study used unconventional
microlongitudinal sampling, structural magnetic resonance imaging, and n-of-1 analyses
to assess normal interactions between fluctuations in the structural maintenance of
cerebral cortical thickness and sleep duration for day, week, and multi-week intervals
over a 6-month period in a healthy adult man. Correlation and time series analyses
provided indications of “if–then,” i.e., “if” this preceded “then” this followed, sleep-
to-thickness maintenance and thickness maintenance-to-sleep bidirectional inverse
interactions. Inverse interaction patterns were characterized by concepts of graded
influences across nights, bilaterally positive relationships, continuity across successive
weeks, and longer delayed/prolonged effects in the thickness maintenance-to-sleep
than sleep-to-thickness maintenance direction. These interactions are proposed to
involve normal circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms that continuously influence,
and are influenced by, cortical substrate remodeling/turnover and sleep/wake cycle.
Understanding interactions of individual person “-omics” is becoming a central interest
in precision medicine research. The present n-of-1 findings contribute to this interest and
have implications for precision medicine research use of a person’s cortical structural
and sleep “-omics” to optimize the continuous maintenance of that individual’s cortical
structure, sleep, and cognitive/mental health.

Keywords: circadian/allostatic/homeostatic, glymphatic, human brain maintenance, n-of-1 analyses, precision
medicine research, sleep, synaptic homeostasis

INTRODUCTION

There is growing interest in precision medicine research into how to optimize brain and
body maintenance at an individual-person level (McEwen and Getz, 2013; Collins and Varmus,
2015; Insel and Cuthbert, 2015; Cole, 2018; Goetz and Schork, 2018; Huang and Hood,
2019). This has led to unconventional work using microlongitudinal time series measures
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and biographical metrics or “-omics” that are analyzed at an n-of-
1, rather than group, level. Differing from macrolongitudinal
approaches that focus on age or aging across the lifespan,
microlongitudinal analyses track fluctuations in measures at
short intervals over substantial time scales to assess continuously
ongoing interaction dynamics.

Provocative new insights have been defined from “-omics”
analyses of, e.g., genome, transcriptome, proteome, metabolome,
microbiome, physiome, virome, and exposome measures from
the body (David et al., 2014; Li et al., 2017; Chen et al., 2018;
Jiang et al., 2018; Zhou et al., 2019). With respect to the brain,
MRI analyses have focused on brain function (Choe et al., 2015;
Laumann et al., 2015; Poldrack et al., 2015; Braga and Buckner,
2017; Gordon et al., 2017; Donnelly-Kehoe et al., 2019), and to
a lesser degree, structure at subcortical (Maclaren et al., 2014) or
cortical (Barth et al., 2016; Filevich et al., 2017; Wall et al., 2017;
Xie et al., 2018) levels. Further n-of-1 “-omics” research is likely
forthcoming and justified.

With regard to the latter cortical structure work, we recently
reported microlongitudinal MRI time series data from a healthy
adult man which suggested that the hemispheric thicknesses
of his cerebral cortex were not statically maintained from
week–week as predicted from age and aging studies of normal
adult groups (Wall et al., 2017). Ongoing maintenance instead
involved week–week reversing incremental and decremental
thickness fluctuations that appeared to reflect normal continuous
remodeling/turnover of cortical substrates. This suggested a
hypothesis of adult cortical maintenance whereby structural
stability is maintained by continuously ongoing thickness
fluctuation, as opposed to static preservation of thickness
previously formed during development. This maintenance-
related fluctuation in cortical structure potentially resembles
maintenance of the body, where the structural stability of
tissues, organs, and systems entails continuous fluctuation
due to the normal dynamic regulatory actions of circadian,
allostatic, and homeostatic mechanisms (Ganzel et al., 2010;
Juster et al., 2010; McEwen and Karatsoreos, 2015). This raises
the interesting possibility that normal fluctuations in thickness
maintenance of the cortical part of his brain may have been
interacting with factors that affect the fluctuations in broader
maintenance of his body.

As one such factor, sleep–wake cycle affects combined
circadian/allostatic/homeostatic controls on molecular, cellular,
system, and behavioral processes that contribute to continuous
body maintenance (Carroll et al., 2015; Musiek and Holtzman,
2016; Jones et al., 2019). Both sleep–wake cycle and cortical
thickness are individual specific. Interestingly, how or even
whether normal fluctuations in an individual’s sleep and cortical
thickness maintenance continuously interact is not understood.

The present investigation explored this issue with an
unconventional approach that differed in the following ways
from existing MRI studies of cortical thickness and sleep. First,
most existing studies are based on limited thickness sampling
in each individual, obtained with a single cross-sectional scan
or two or a few macrolongitudinal-design scans which are
aimed at defining concepts that apply to groups. In contrast,
the present study is based on microlongitudinal n-of-1 analyses

of extensive thickness sampling over time in an individual,
aimed at defining concepts that apply to an individual. Second,
much MRI work focuses on how abnormal sleep or sleep
deprivation relate to cortical thickness. In contrast, we focused
on whether ongoing normal fluctuations in sleep might be related
to cortical thickness. Third, sleep is commonly assumed to have
a comparable influence on both sides of the brain, including
the left and the right cortices. This bilateral assumption has
not been directly tested with respect to normal maintenance
at the individual brain level. Our previous microlongitudinal
analyses in the above individual suggested that the maintenance
of thickness of his two cortices was asymmetric in some respects
(Xie et al., 2018). Consistent with common assumptions, the
present study assessed relationships between sleep and thickness
maintenance for both cortices considered together; however,
given these previous findings in this individual, we further
assessed sleep relationships with each cortex separately to
examine possible side–side laterality differences. Finally, most
existing MRI analyses retrospectively identify non-directional
correlations between sleep and cortical thickness. In contrast,
the present microlongitudinal time series analyses provided a
prospective examination of short-interval temporal relationships
between preceding sleep and subsequent thickness maintenance
and between preceding thickness maintenance and subsequent
sleep. This provided tests of “if–then,” i.e., “if ” this preceded
“then” this followed, direction(s) of relationships.

Using data from the microlongitudinal time series in our
above studied individual, where cortical thickness maintenance
was repeatedly assessed at weekly intervals for 6 months, three
questions were addressed: (1) Are fluctuations in sleep duration at
earlier times related to maintenance of cortical thickness at later
times? (2) Are fluctuations in maintenance of cortical thickness
at earlier times related to sleep duration at later times? (3)
Do cortical thickness maintenance and sleep duration interact
bidirectionally over short intervals?

Sleep duration was studied because it is integrated with
circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms that affect brain
health. To deal with the current lack of knowledge about
what sleep time scales may potentially be involved in short-
interval relationships with thickness maintenance, we assessed
sleep durations for week, week segment, and individual
night time windows.

Thickness was used as an index of cortical structural
maintenance because it can be objectively and repeatedly
measured in an individual person with automated programs
(Fischl, 2012) and because it is a sensitive indicator of differences
in cortical structural integrity of healthy adults vs. adults with
cortical disorders (Suh et al., 2016; Macey et al., 2018; van
Erp et al., 2018; Ye et al., 2020). Cortical structural, including
thickness, maintenance is a continuously ongoing process. This
is evident from the fact that loss of blood and related glucose
and oxygen flow to any cortical location at any time results
in rapid structural maintenance failure and deterioration that
begins within minutes. Hemispheric mean thickness was used as
a measure because it was considered appropriate to assess the
spatially ubiquitous nature of continuously ongoing structural
maintenance across the hemisphere.
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The issue and questions that we addressed have been
overlooked. However, we felt that (1) their significance
for understanding relationships between cortical structural
maintenance and sleep at an individual level and (2) the
availability of the necessary but rare microlongitudinal cortical
and sleep measures from the same individual, justified the present
investigation. We took a non-hypothesis-driven approach to
attempt to identify individual-based concepts that may differ
from hypotheses suggested by existing group-based work.

The results suggest concepts of normal interaction between
ongoing maintenance of cortical structure and sleep from an
individual-person perspective that are not recognized and that
have precision medicine research implications.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

The Individual’s Health and Sleep Habits
Health
The subject is a left-handed 66-year-old man who was selected
based on his motivated willingness to undergo weekly MRI
scanning and daily sleep and health monitoring over the 6-month
study period. As indicated below, an additional reason was that he
had a good health history.

He has been active across life (e.g., regular bicycling, jogging)
and had a mean (SD) activity level of 10,714 (± 3,260) steps/day
over the study. He has been a vegetarian since 2000 and has
not used tobacco since 1980 or alcohol since 2000. Prior to
those times, he was a sporadic pipe smoker during the 1970s
and a minimal alcohol consumer. He had not required or
taken regular medications and never used recreational drugs.
From direct knowledge and self-report, he has no history of
chronic medical problems, childhood abuse, psychiatric illness,
concussion, or head trauma, and the MRI scans indicated no
brain abnormalities. He experienced no illnesses or trauma
during the study, and day-to-day activities involved usual
work and home routines with no travel, training, medical, or
other unusual interventions. These activities were considered
consistent with usual daily maintenance of brain and body.

Daily health monitoring over the study included previously
reported measures of, e.g., pulse, blood pressure, blood glucose,
oral temperature, and weight and, at the end of the study,
waist circumference, hemoglobin A1c (HbA1c), lipid, and other
measures (Wall et al., 2017). All measures were entered into
a database at the time of measure to preclude recall error
and were not further examined until after study completion.
At that time, three physicians who were not involved in the
study independently reviewed these measures and rated all
to be within or approximate healthy ranges [marginally low
pulse (57 ± 3 bpm) and marginally high systolic pressure
(124± 7 mmHg) upon arising in mornings].

His measures were further compared to threshold criteria for
nine biomarkers which, collectively, have been used to define
allostatic load (Parente et al., 2013; Chen et al., 2014). The mean
measures taken daily over the study did not reach thresholds for
high allostatic load for pulse (57 bpm, threshold ≥ 90 bpm),
systolic blood pressure (124 mmHg, threshold ≥ 140 mmHg)

and diastolic blood pressure (79 mmHg, threshold ≥ 90 mmHg).
In addition, further measures taken at the end of the study did
not reach high allostatic load thresholds for total cholesterol
(174 mg/dl, threshold ≥ 240 mg/dl), high-density lipoprotein
cholesterol (HDL, 53 mg/dl, threshold ≤ 40–50 mg/dl),
glycosylated hemoglobin (HbA1c, 5.4%, threshold ≥ 6.4%),
albumin (4.2 g/dl, threshold < 3.8–4.0 g/dl), C-reactive protein
(1.7 mg/L, threshold > 3 mg/L), and body mass index (21–
22 kg/m2, threshold ≥ 30 kg/m2). Collectively, these measures
are consistent with low allostatic load.

Metabolic syndrome was assessed using standard criteria
(i.e., ≥ 3 measures above cut-point criteria for waist
circumference, triglycerides, high-density lipoprotein, blood
pressure, and fasting glucose) (Alberti et al., 2009) and found
not to be a risk. Transcranial Doppler ultrasound measures
taken at the end of the study by an experienced sonographer
(Neurovascular Lab, Cleveland Clinic) indicated that blood flow
velocities for cortical arteries were within normal ranges.

Responses to the Beck Anxiety Inventory (BAI), Beck
Depression Inventory (BDI-II), and Oxford Happiness
Questionnaire (OHQ), all modified to reference that day,
were recorded each evening. The mean (SD) daily scores
indicated that he was within normal anxiety [BAI: 0.01 (0.108)],
no depression [BDI-II: 0.04 (0.200)], and happy [OHQ: 5.18
(0.10)] ranges. The mean (SD) daily responses to two OHQ
items, which rated health states on a scale of 1–6, indicated that
the subject felt mentally alert [item #21: “I feel fully mentally
alert”: 5.15 (0.354) with 6 = strongest agreement with statement]
and healthy [item #28: “I don’t feel particularly healthy”: 5.99
(0.076), item reverse-scored with 6 = strongest disagreement
with statement].

Sleep Habits
Before and during the study, the individual worked a consistent
weekday (Monday–Friday, ≈08:00–18:00) and weekend
(Saturday–Sunday, ≈2–4 h/day) schedule. He did not cross
time zones over the several months prior to or during the study.
He regularly followed practices that promoted healthy sleep,
including no TV, mobile phones, or computers/monitors in the
bedroom, no use of electronic devices ≤ 0.5 h before retiring,
and no use of caffeine-containing products in the evenings.
During the study, he maintained his pre-study to-bed and rise
times and regular attempt to get 7–8 h of sleep/night. On week
work mornings, he typically woke up with an alarm and on
weekend “free” mornings without an alarm. From self-report
and spouse confirmation, he did not have difficulty initiating
sleep, usually fell asleep within ≈10 min after going to bed, slept
until waking the following morning, and did not suffer from
sleep-related disorders [insomnia, apnea (snoring, choking),
restless leg syndrome, sleep walking, nocturia, or narcolepsy]. He
did not nap during the day.

Microlongitudinal Design
The microlongitudinal time series design used to repetitively
measure the maintenance of mean hemispheric thickness of
each cortex has been described previously (Wall et al., 2017).
Briefly, MRI scans were made on 22 dates across a 25-week
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period that spanned late summer, fall, and early winter seasons.
Except for missed scans at weeks 2, 6, and 7, scans were taken
at 1-week intervals on Sundays around the same mid-day start
time (mean ± SD: 13:55 ± 2.1 h). On each date, two scans
were completed in one session, with removal from the scanner
between the first scan (scan A) and the second scan (scan B)
(≈5 min between scans). This provided 44 measures of thickness
maintenance over a total sample time of 8.2 h.

Sleep durations were measured every night over the
scan period. Sleep durations during weeks before and after
the scan period were also included to assess temporal
relationships between sleep that preceded the first scan and that
followed the last scan.

MRI Scans, Scan Processing, and
Thickness Measures
MRI scan and scan processing protocols, as well as applied
stringent controls to quantify and reduce measurement error,
have been previously described (Wall et al., 2017). Briefly,
T1-weighted scans of the entire brain were made with a
3T GE Signa scanner (164 continuous axial slices, voxel size
1 mm × 1 mm × 1 mm). All scans were made with the
same scanner, head coil, and scan parameters. During the study,
regular scanner quality assurance tests identified no problems
and scanner upgrades were not done.

Image processing, done with automated FreeSurfer
procedures1, has been previously described (Wall et al., 2017). To
treat data from all scans as equal and independent measures, each
scan was processed individually without cross-scan registration
or averaging. Thickness measures were taken in native space
without transformation to a template.

Cortical thickness was defined at ≈150,000 vertex
locations/hemisphere, and mean hemispheric cortical thickness
(mm) was determined for each hemisphere using all vertex
measures from that hemisphere. To ensure uniform processing,
all scans were processed at one time after the study period using
one workstation, operating system, and FreeSurfer program.

Sleep Measures
Sleep onset and end times were entered into a database each
morning upon arising to preclude recall error. Sleep onset times
were distinguished from preceding to-bed times, and sleep end
times were distinguished from rise times to provide a closer
delineation of sleep durations. Nightly sleep duration (h) was
defined as sleep end time minus sleep onset time. Mean sleep
onset, end, and mid-sleep (halfway between onset and end) times
were used to identify chronotype.

Correlation Analyses
Initial assessments focused on relationships, first, between
preceding sleep duration vs. subsequent thickness maintenance
and, second, in the reverse direction between preceding thickness
maintenance vs. subsequent sleep duration.

No previous attempts have been made to study correlations
between sleep duration and cortical thickness maintenance at

1http://surfer.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu

repeated short intervals for an extended period in an individual
person. Uncertainties about possibilities that sleep duration for
a particular night or accumulated effects of sleep durations
over some number of nights might be related to thickness
maintenance was an issue of consideration for the design of
analyses in both directions. To provide an a priori systematic plan
of study, a strategy was applied that first analyzed accumulated
sleep durations over longer time windows, which was followed
by analyses for shorter windows to give resolution for a range
of time scales. Since thickness measures were taken at weekly
intervals on Sundays, initial correlations in both directions
correspondingly focused on accumulated sleep duration for
Sunday–Saturday night week periods that preceded and followed
Sunday thickness measures. These comparisons subsequently led
to further analyses of week segment and individual night periods
that further bracketed effects.

Given the current assumptions that sleep has similar effects
on the left and the right cortices, the initial analyses used pooled
left and right thickness maintenance measures. Further analyses
considered the left and the right cortices separately to test if
relationships were similar or different for the two hemispheres.

Data were plotted in scatterplots with associated linear
regression lines and tested with bivariate correlation tests
(Pearson r). These correlation analyses provided initial tests of
contingent “if–then,” i.e., “if ” earlier “then” later, unidirectional
relationships between preceding sleep and subsequent thickness
maintenance and between preceding thickness maintenance and
subsequent sleep.

Time Series Analyses
The correlation analyses suggested that there were unidirectional
inverse relationships between preceding sleep and subsequent
thickness maintenance and between preceding thickness
maintenance and subsequent sleep. Time series analyses were
subsequently used to firstly confirm findings of unidirectional
inverse relationships. Moreover, time series analyses examined
the temporal patterns of these relationships, e.g., times and
incidences of occurrence across the study, and whether
unidirectional inverse relationships occurred at individual
times as isolated events and/or across successive times as
bidirectional interactions. Time series analyses used the
following thinking and procedures.

The inverse relationships seen in the correlation analyses
signified that higher levels of the preceding variable related
to lower levels of the subsequent variable and, conversely,
lower levels of the preceding variable related to higher levels
of the subsequent variable. To assess sequences of inverse
relationships, higher vs. lower sleep durations and thickness
maintenances were distinguished by expressing measures
as percentiles. Specifically, sleep durations were converted
to percentiles that indicated the percentile rank of each
sleep duration measure during the study, with percentiles
above and below the median 50th percentile reflecting
respectively higher and lower sleep durations. Similarly,
thickness maintenance measures were converted to percentiles
indicating the percentile rank of each thickness maintenance
measure during the study, with percentiles above and below the
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median 50th percentile reflecting respectively higher and lower
thickness maintenances.

Sleep and thickness maintenance percentiles were plotted
together as a function of when they occurred during the
study, thus permitting the identification of higher-to-lower
and lower-to-higher inverse relationships in sleep-to-thickness
and thickness-to-sleep sequences over successive times. This
permitted the identification of (a) unidirectional preceding sleep
to subsequent thickness maintenance inverse relationships, (b)
unidirectional preceding thickness maintenance to subsequent
sleep inverse relationships, and (c) progressions of bidirectional
inverse interactions resulting from successive sequences of (a)
and (b) relationships. Incidences of associations that did not fit
the 50th percentile criteria were further identified. Separate time
series analyses were done using sleep durations for week and
individual night periods.

Significance Levels
Statistical analyses and plots of data were done with SPSS.
An initial two-tailed significance level of p ≤ 0.05 was used
for the tests. Individual analyses involved one to four tests.
For analyses that involved multiple tests, Bonferroni-corrected
levels of p = 0.05/number of tests were applied to correct for
multiple tests and reduce the chances of false positive results.
Results where p≤ Bonferroni level were considered as significant,
whereas results where p > Bonferroni level but ≤ 0.05 were
considered as trends for significance.

Blind Controls
Controls were used to ensure double-blinded tests of
relationships: (1) Thickness measures were not defined
until after the study period and all scanning had been
completed. (2) Similarly, sleep durations were not defined
until after the study period. (3) Thickness and sleep duration
measures were defined independently by different investigators,
who were blind to the other measure, and not altered in
subsequent analyses.

RESULTS

Cortical Thickness Maintenance
Measures
Previously reported mean thickness maintenance measures for
each hemisphere are plotted for the study period (Figures 1A,B;
Wall et al., 2017). The thickness of each hemisphere underwent
reversing incremental and decremental fluctuations from week to
week that were not attributable to measurement error (Wall et al.,
2017). The maintenance of the right hemisphere thickness was
consistently larger than the maintenance of the left hemisphere
thickness, with right and left mean thickness maintenances of
2.574 and 2.549 mm, respectively (Wall et al., 2017). Runs
tests previously indicated that the thickness maintenance of
each hemisphere did not progressively change over the study
(Wall et al., 2017).

FIGURE 1 | Concurrent microlongitudinal measures of left (A) and right (B)
hemisphere mean thickness maintenances and nightly sleep durations (C)
across the study. In (A,B), solid lines indicate scan A and dashed lines
indicate scan B. Breaks in the lines indicate missing scan data at weeks 2, 6,
and 7. Study period time indicated in (C) also applies to (A,B), with the
vertical lines in (C) corresponding to first and last scan days in (A,B). Mean
(± SD) sleep durations for nights of each day are indicated in (D).

Sleep Measures and Ratings
Nightly sleep durations fluctuated around an overall mean
of 7.6 h between minimal and maximal durations of 5.5
and 9.9 h (Figure 1C). The distribution of mean sleep
durations across nights of the week did not differ from a
null horizontal distribution and standard deviations highly
overlapped, thus indicating similar durations across nights
(Figure 1D, Kolmogorov–Smirnov distribution test, p = 0.239).
Sleep periods were shifted later by≈1 h on weekend “free” nights.
More specifically, respective mean (SD) sleep onset, end, and
mid-sleep times for week work nights were 22:24 (0:32), 6:06
(0:30), and 2:15 (0:26) and for weekend “free” nights were 23:32
(0:35), 6:52 (0:45), and 3:12 (0:30). These times appear consistent
with an early-intermediate chronotype (Fischer et al., 2017).
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With further respect to sleep regularity, sleep durations
for almost all nights (98%, 178/182) ranged between > 6
to < 9 h/night and for the large majority of nights (80%, 145/182)
between 7 and 9 h/night. A runs test of nightly sleep durations
was not significant (p = 0.301), thus suggesting that sleep duration
did not progressively change over the study.

Mean (SD) daily responses to sleep relevant items #5 and
#25 on the OHQ suggested that he regularly woke up rested
and had a great deal of energy: #5 – “I rarely wake up feeling
rested” [5.98 (0.132), item reverse-scored with 6 = strongest
disagreement with statement] and #25 – “I feel I have a great
deal of energy” [4.97 (0.253), with 6 = strongest agreement with
statement]. Mean (SD) daily responses to sleep-relevant items
on the BDI-II suggested that he did not experience: #15 – loss
of energy” [0.05 (0.219)], #16 – “changes in sleeping pattern”
[0 (0.0)], #19 – “concentration difficulty” [0 (0.0)], or #20 –
“tiredness or fatigue” [0.01 (0.074)] (each item rated 0–3, with
0 indicating non-occurrence), respectively. These ratings suggest
that sleep quality was consistently good.

Question 1: Are Fluctuations in Sleep
Duration at Earlier Times Related to
Maintenance of Cortical Thickness at
Later Times?
Analysis 1. Sleep Duration Over the Preceding Week
vs. Subsequent Thickness Maintenance
Sampling of thickness maintenance was done mid-day
on Sundays at weekly intervals. Corresponding to this
weekly sampling, the initial analysis examined the relation
between fluctuations in accumulated sleep hours over the
preceding Sunday–Saturday night week periods vs. thickness
maintenances for the subsequent Sunday. There was a significant
inverse relationship between preceding week sleep duration
sums and subsequent thickness maintenances (Figure 2A;
R2 = 0.059, p = 0.022).

Given this relationship, a post hoc test was done for the same
Sunday thickness maintenances vs. sleep duration sums for the
next earlier week. This was not significant (R2 = 0.012, p = 0.300)
and led to focusing on sleep within the week that preceded the
thickness measures.

Analysis 2. Sleep Durations Over Preceding Week
Segments vs. Subsequent Thickness Maintenance
The above results suggested the merit of examining the effects
of accumulated sleep durations for different segments of the
preceding week. Analysis 2 examined the relationships for
sums of sleep hours for Sunday–Wednesday and for Thursday–
Saturday night segments.

The accumulated sleep hours for preceding Sunday–
Wednesday nights were not significantly related to fluctuations
in subsequent Sunday thickness maintenances (Figure 2B,
R2 = 0.018, p = 0.214). In contrast, the accumulated hours
for the preceding Thursday–Saturday nights had a significant
inverse relationship with fluctuations in subsequent thickness
maintenances (Figure 2C, R2 = 0.121, p = 0.001). Consistent
with the lack of relationship for the Sunday–Wednesday

segments, this relationship had a steeper regression line slope
than the relationship for the entire week (R2 = 0.121 vs. 0.059,
respectively). This suggested a gradient in influence, with
this latter week segment having a stronger influence than the
preceding week as a whole.

Analysis 3. Sleep Durations Over Preceding Individual
Nights vs. Subsequent Thickness Maintenance
Given the findings for the Thursday–Saturday week segment,
relationships were tested between sleep durations for the
preceding individual Thursday, Friday, and Saturday nights and
thickness maintenance on the subsequent Sunday.

The sleep durations for Thursday and Friday nights, i.e., the
preceding 3rd and 2nd nights, were each significantly inversely
related to subsequent thickness maintenance (Figures 3A,B;
Thursday: R2 = 0.097, p = 0.003; Friday: R2 = 0.148,
p < 0.001). In contrast, the sleep durations for the preceding
Saturday nights were not significantly related to subsequent
thickness maintenance (Figure 3C; R2 = 0.014, p = 0.265).
Post hoc individual night tests for the remaining Sunday–
Wednesday nights were also not significant. These results suggest
a gradient in strength of the preceding night sleep effects
on subsequent thickness maintenance, with stronger effects
prolonged/delayed over 2–3 days.

Analysis 4. Laterality Analysis of Sleep Duration Over
Preceding Individual Nights vs. Subsequent
Thickness Maintenances for Separate Left and Right
Hemispheres
Analysis 3 results from Thursday and Friday nights, with
strongest relationships, used pooled thickness maintenances
from both hemispheres. To test if the fluctuations in sleep
durations for these nights were related to subsequent thickness
maintenances of each hemisphere, thickness maintenances of the
right and the left hemispheres were considered separately.

The sleep durations for the preceding Friday night were
significantly inversely related to the subsequent thickness
maintenances of both the right and the left hemispheres
(Figure 4A; right, R2 = 0.187, p = 0.003; left, R2 = 0.190,
p = 0.003). The sleep durations for the preceding Thursday night
were significantly inversely related to the subsequent thickness
maintenance of the right hemisphere and had an inverse
relationship trend to the maintenance of the left hemisphere
(Figure 4B; right, R2 = 0.158, p = 0.008; left, R2 = 0.094,
p = 0.043). These results provided indications that the preceding
stronger sleep influences had subsequent bilateral inverse effects
on thickness maintenance.

Question 2: Are Fluctuations in
Maintenance of Cortical Thickness at
Earlier Times Related to Sleep Duration
at Later Times?
The correlation analyses next shifted to test relationships in
the opposite direction, i.e., whether fluctuations in preceding
cortical thickness maintenance were related to subsequent
sleep durations.
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FIGURE 2 | Relationships between preceding sleep durations and subsequent thickness maintenances from tests comparing accumulated sleep durations over
preceding Sunday-Saturday week (A), Sunday-Wednesday early week segment (B), and Thursday-Saturday latter week segment (C) periods vs. thickness
maintenances on subsequent Sundays. Fluctuations in sleep durations over preceding week (A) and latter week segment (C) periods were significantly inversely
related to subsequent thickness maintenance.

FIGURE 3 | Relationships between preceding sleep durations and subsequent thickness maintenances from tests comparing sleep durations for preceding
(A) Thursday, (B) Friday, and (C) Saturday individual nights vs. thickness maintenances on subsequent Sundays. Fluctuations in sleep durations for preceding
Thursday (A) and Friday (B) nights were significantly inversely related to subsequent thickness maintenance.

Analysis 5. Preceding Thickness Maintenance vs.
Sleep Duration Over the Subsequent Week
There was a significant inverse relationship between thickness
maintenances on the preceding Sunday and the accumulated
sleep hours over the subsequent first Sunday–Saturday week
period (Figure 5A; R2 = 0.076, p = 0.009). A further analysis
indicated that an inverse relationship did not extend into the
nights of the following second week (R2 = 0.030, p = 0.105). This
led to a focus on the effects of thickness maintenance on sleep
durations during the subsequent first week.

Analysis 6. Preceding Thickness Maintenance vs.
Sleep Duration Over Segments of the Subsequent
Week
The analyses of preceding Sunday thickness maintenances vs.
accumulated sleep hours over the early and the latter segments
of the subsequent week indicated no significant relationship with
sleep duration sums for the early Sunday–Wednesday segment
(Figure 5B; R2 = 0.0003, p = 0.866). In contrast, there was

a significant inverse relation for the latter Thursday–Saturday
week segment (Figure 5C; R2 = 0.106, p = 0.002). This latter
week relationship had a steeper regression line slope than the
relationship for the subsequent entire week (R2 = 0.106 vs.
0.076, respectively), thus suggesting a gradient in influence with
the latter week segment receiving a stronger influence than the
week as a whole.

Analysis 7. Preceding Thickness Maintenance vs.
Sleep Duration for Subsequent Individual Nights
Pursuing analysis 6 results, relationships were assessed between
preceding Sunday thickness maintenances vs. subsequent
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, i.e., following 5th, 6th, and
7th individual night sleep durations. There was a significant
inverse relation between preceding thickness maintenance and
the following Friday sleep durations (Figure 6A; R2 = 0.109,
p = 0.002). In contrast, the relationships for Thursday and
Saturday nights were not significant (Thursday: R2 = 0.027,
p = 0.124; Saturday: R2 = 0.038, p = 0.068). Post hoc individual
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FIGURE 4 | Laterality analyses of fluctuations in sleep durations for preceding Friday (A) and Thursday (B) nights vs. thickness maintenances for separate right (filled
circles, solid regression lines) and left (unfilled circles, dashed regression lines) hemispheres on subsequent Sundays. Fluctuations in sleep durations for preceding
Friday nights were significantly inversely related to subsequent thickness maintenances of the right and left hemispheres (A). Fluctuations in sleep durations for
preceding Thursday nights were significantly inversely related to subsequent thickness maintenances of the right hemisphere, and had an inverse relationship trend
to subsequent thickness maintenances of the left hemisphere (B).

FIGURE 5 | Relationships between preceding thickness maintenances and subsequent week sleep durations from tests comparing mid-day thickness
maintenances on preceding Sundays vs. accumulated sleep durations over subsequent Sunday-Saturday week (A), Sunday–Wednesday early week segment (B),
and Thursday-Saturday latter week segment (C) periods. Fluctuations in preceding thickness maintenance were significantly inversely related to summed sleep
durations for subsequent Sunday-Saturday week (A) and Thursday-Saturday latter week segment (C) periods. Note that compared to Figures 2–4, the axes in
these scatterplots and Figure 6 are inverted to reflect that sleep duration was the preceding variable in Figures 2–4, whereas here and in Figure 6 thickness
maintenance is the preceding variable.

night tests for the remaining Sunday–Wednesday nights
were also not significant. These results suggest a gradient
in strength of preceding thickness maintenance effects
on subsequent sleep durations, with stronger effects being
prolonged/delayed several days.

Analysis 8. Laterality Analysis of Preceding Thickness
Maintenances for Separate Left and Right
Hemispheres vs. Sleep Duration for Subsequent
Friday Nights
The above Friday finding from pooled thickness maintenances
was further tested separately for the left and the right
hemispheres. The preceding Sunday thickness maintenances
in each hemisphere were significantly inversely related to
subsequent Friday night sleep durations (Figure 6B; left:

R2 = 0.130, p = 0.016; right: R2 = 0.148, p = 0.010). This suggests
bilateral contributions of preceding thickness maintenance
influences on subsequent sleep.

Question 3: Do Cortical Thickness
Maintenance and Sleep Duration Interact
Bidirectionally Over Short Intervals?
Analyses 1–8 do not define the temporal patterns of the observed
unidirectional sleep–thickness or thickness–sleep relationships
nor do they test potential bidirectional interactions. This requires
time series analyses that identify when the unidirectional
inverse relationships in each direction occurred and whether
they occurred as isolated unidirectional events over separate
weeks and/or as bidirectionally interacting events across
successive weeks.
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FIGURE 6 | Relationships between preceding Sunday thickness maintenances and sleep durations for subsequent week Friday nights (A). Laterality analyses of
fluctuations in preceding Sunday thickness maintenances for separate right (filled circles, solid regression line) and left (unfilled circles, dashed regression lines)
hemispheres vs. sleep durations for subsequent week Friday nights (B). Preceding thickness maintenances of the hemispheres taken together (A) or separately (B)
were significantly inversely related to sleep durations on subsequent Friday nights.

This was done by testing whether higher and lower percentile
mean thickness maintenances for each week were inversely
related, respectively, to lower and higher percentile successively
preceding and following sleep measures. This approach was
used, first, for week sleep durations (Analysis 9) and, next,
for individual night sleep durations (Analysis 10). Tests were
done separately for each hemisphere to assess side–side effects
and relationships.

Analysis 9. Time Series Analyses of Relationships
Between Cortical Thickness Maintenance and
Preceding and Subsequent Week Sleep Durations
Percentiles of mean thickness maintenances derived from the
two scans on each Sunday were plotted with percentiles of
mean sleep durations for Sunday–Saturday night week periods to
assess sequences of inverse relationships in the sleep to thickness
maintenance and thickness maintenance to sleep directions for
the 44 successive week periods.

For the left hemisphere, in the preceding sleep to subsequent
thickness maintenance direction, inverse sequences were
apparent where higher sleep duration percentiles for the
preceding week were related to lower thickness percentiles on
the subsequent Sunday (Figure 7A, broad arrows 2–7) and,
conversely, where lower sleep duration percentiles for the
preceding week were related to higher thickness percentiles on
the subsequent Sunday (Figure 7A, broad arrows 1 and 8–12;
higher and lower relative to the indicated 50th percentile).
These inverse sequences were supplemented by intervening
sleep-to-thickness maintenance sequences that did not fit the
50th percentile criteria (Figure 7A, dashed lines).

Analogous inverse sequences were apparent in the opposite,
i.e., preceding left thickness maintenance to subsequent sleep
direction. Specifically, higher thickness percentiles on the
preceding Sunday were related to lower sleep duration percentiles

for the subsequent week (Figure 7B, thin arrows 1, 3, and 9–
13). Conversely, lower thickness percentiles on the preceding
Sunday were related to higher sleep duration percentiles for
the subsequent week (Figure 7B, thin arrows 2 and 4–8).
These inverse sequences were supplemented by intervening
thickness maintenance-to-sleep sequences that did not fit the
50th percentile criteria (Figure 7B, dashed lines).

To examine how the above unidirectional relationships
(Figures 7A,B) operated with respect to each other, relationships
in both directions were plotted together (Figure 7C). This
indicated that inverse associations involved individual periods of
unidirectional relationship in either direction (Figure 7C, broad
arrows 3, 6, and 25; thin arrows 4, 5, 16, and 17), as well as
continuous progressions of seesawing bidirectional interactions
across two to seven successive periods (Figure 7C, alternating
broad and thin arrows 1–2, 7–11, 12–15, and 18–24). Taken
together, these unidirectional relationships and bidirectional
interactions spanned 57% of periods across the study. These
inverse sequences were supplemented by intervening sleep–
thickness and thickness–sleep sequences that did not fit the 50th
percentile criteria (Figure 7C, dashed lines).

Similar findings applied to the right hemisphere. A plot
combining associations between preceding week sleep
duration vs. subsequent right thickness maintenance and
preceding right thickness maintenance vs. subsequent
week sleep duration indicated inverse sequences that
involved individual periods of unidirectional relationships
(Figure 7D, broad arrows 1, 4, and 22; thin arrows 2, 3,
and 14) as well as continuous progressions of seesawing
bidirectional interactions across two to seven successive
periods (Figure 7D, alternating broad and thin arrows 5–7,
8–11, 12–13, and 15–21). Taken together, these unidirectional
relationships and bidirectional interactions spanned 50%
of periods across the study. Sequences that did not fit the
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FIGURE 7 | Sequences of associations between successive percentile
measures for week mean sleep durations (filled circles) and thickness
maintenances (unfilled squares) across the study. (A) Unidirectional inverse
relationships between preceding week sleep duration vs. subsequent Sunday
left hemisphere thickness maintenance: higher percentile preceding sleep
durations vs. subsequent lower percentile left hemisphere thickness
maintenances (broad arrows 2–7), and lower percentile preceding sleep
durations vs. subsequent higher percentile left hemisphere thickness
maintenances (broad arrows 1 and 8–12). (B) Reverse direction unidirectional
inverse relationships between preceding Sunday left hemisphere thickness
maintenance vs. subsequent week sleep duration: higher percentile preceding
left hemisphere thickness maintenances vs. subsequent lower percentile
sleep durations (thin arrows 1, 3, 9–13), and lower percentile preceding left
thickness maintenances vs. subsequent higher percentile sleep durations (thin
arrows 2, 4–8). (C) Combined plot of unidirectional inverse sequences from
(A,B) to indicate sequences of unidirectional relationships involving single
periods (individual broad and thin arrows 3, 4, 5, 6, 16, 17, and 25) and of
bidirectional interactions across multiple successive periods (alternating broad
and thin arrows 1–2, 7–11, 12–15, and 18–24) for left hemisphere thickness
maintenance. (D) Combined plot indicating analogous sequences of
unidirectional relationships involving single periods (individual broad and thin
arrows 1, 2, 3, 4, 14, and 22) and of bidirectional interactions across multiple
successive periods (alternating broad and thin arrows 5–7, 8–11, 12–13, and
15–21) for right hemisphere thickness maintenance. Relationships that do not
fit 50th percentile inverse criteria are indicated in (A–D) with dashed lines.

50th percentile criteria occurred during intervening periods
(Figure 7D, dashed lines).

Occurrences of inverse sequences involving week sleep
durations were significantly positively related for the left and the
right hemispheres (Table 1, week).

TABLE 1 | Correlations in occurrences of the left and the right hemisphere
inverse sequences.

Sleep period Correlationa

Week + 0.780*

Saturday + 0.726*

Friday + 0.686*

Thursday + 0.812*

Wednesday + 0.833*

Tuesday + 0.815*

Monday + 0.821*

Sunday + 0.727*

aPearson r. *p < 0.001.

Analysis 10. Time Series Analyses of Relationships
Between Cortical Thickness Maintenance and
Preceding and Subsequent Individual Night Sleep
Durations
Analysis 9 findings for week sleep durations further applied
to individual nights. Incidences of inverse associations were
highest for Friday nights when the left and the right
hemispheres each had inverse sequences for 68% of the
successive periods across the study (Figures 8A,B, solid arrows).
Analogous to Analysis 9 findings, the inverse sequences for
Friday night sleep durations involved individual periods of
unidirectional relationships as well as continuous progressions
of seesawing bidirectional interactions across two to eight
successive periods.

These results applied to each other night to graded
degrees. Higher incidences of inverse associations, also involving
individual periods of unidirectional relationships as well as
continuous seesawing bidirectional interactions over successive
periods, occurred for Thursday nights when the left and the
right hemispheres each had inverse sequences for 59% of
periods (Figures 8C,D; solid arrows). Similar higher incidences
(left = 55%, right = 59%) were seen for Saturday nights (Figure 9).

The remaining nights also had sequences of inverse
unidirectional relationships and bidirectional interactions,
but with lower incidences relative to Thursday–Saturday nights.
Monday nights had left and right hemisphere inverse sequences
for 41 and 32% of periods (Figures 8E,F; solid arrows). The
remaining Sunday, Tuesday, and Wednesday nights had inverse
sequence incidences that fell between the lower Monday and
higher Thursday–Saturday night incidences (Figure 9). For all
nights, inverse sequences fitting the 50th percentile criteria were
supplemented by intervening sequences that did not fit these
criteria (e.g., Figures 8A–F, sequences without arrows).

Stronger temporal effects in the sleep-to-thickness
maintenance vs. thickness maintenance-to-sleep directions
were asymmetric. For example, Thursday–Saturday nights with
higher incidences of inverse sequences had prolonged/delayed
effects that were shorter, i.e., involved fewer intervening
nights, in the sleep–thickness maintenance, than the thickness
maintenance–sleep, direction. Occurrences of inverse sequences
were significantly positively related for the left and the right
hemispheres for each night (Table 1).
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FIGURE 8 | Combined plots of successive sequences of inverse associations between higher and lower and lower and higher percentile measures for individual
night sleep durations (filled circles) and thickness maintenances (unfilled squares) across the study. Sequences of unidirectional relationships and bidirectional
interactions are indicated (solid arrows) for respective left and right hemisphere thickness maintenances vs. Friday (A,B), Thursday (C,D), and Monday (E,F) night
sleep durations. For each night, inverse sequences fitting the 50th percentile criteria were supplemented by intervening sequences that did not fit these criteria.

FIGURE 9 | Graded incidences in occurrence of inverse associations between
individual night sleep durations and left and right thickness maintenances.

DISCUSSION

Present Findings
This is a first exploration into the interaction of sleep and
cortical structural maintenance from an individual person,
microlongitudinal perspective. The findings are as follow.

Question 1: Are fluctuations in sleep duration at earlier times
related to maintenance of cortical thickness at later times? Sleep
durations over nights of the preceding week had unidirectional
inverse, graded, bilateral relations with subsequent thickness
maintenance, with stronger effects being delayed/prolonged
from the 2nd to the 3rd night before thickness measures.

Question 2: Are fluctuations in maintenance of cortical thickness
at earlier times related to sleep duration at later times?
Preceding fluctuations in cortical thickness maintenance
had unidirectional inverse, graded, bilateral relations with
sleep during nights of the following week, with stronger
relationships being delayed/prolonged to the 5th until the 7th,
especially the 6th, night after thickness measures.

Question 3: Do cortical thickness maintenance and sleep
duration interact bidirectionally over short intervals? Time
series analyses confirmed the above unidirectional relation
findings and further revealed temporal dynamics and
bidirectional interactions. Specifically, time series analyses
revealed successive “if–then” temporal contingencies in
unidirectional inverse sleep–thickness and unidirectional
inverse thickness–sleep relationships which, together over
successive short intervals, contributed to bidirectional
inverse interactions. Inverse interactions were graded across
different nights of the preceding and the following week
periods, positively related across both hemispheres, and
active across up to seven to eight successive weeks. Inverse
interactions were also asymmetric in that stronger influences
of thickness maintenance on subsequent sleep had longer
delayed/prolonged effects than stronger influences of sleep on
subsequent thickness maintenance.
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Concepts From These Results
The following concepts characterize these dynamics. Inverse
interactions were involved in the nature of interplay. For
direction of effects, thickness maintenance and sleep uni- and bi-
directionally inversely interacted in “if–then” ways. Time periods
of inverse interactions involved preceding and following week
periods, with graded effects across the nights of these periods.
There was asymmetry in effects, with stronger inverse effects
involving shorter intervals in the sleep-to-thickness maintenance,
than thickness maintenance-to-sleep, direction. For laterality,
the inverse effects across the two hemispheres were positively
related. Finally, inverse interactions could occur continuously
over successive days–weeks. To our knowledge, there have been
no other attempts to define concepts of ongoing continuous
interplay between sleep and cortical structural maintenance “-
omics” at an individual level.

Generalizability of Findings
It is unlikely that the present investigation serendipitously
studied the only individual to whom these concepts apply.
Thus, on one hand, they arguably generalize to other individuals
to some presently unknown extent. In addition, however,
individuals clearly differ and are individual specific in terms
of thickness and other properties of cortical structure (Mueller
et al., 2013; Zilles and Amunts, 2013; Wachinger et al., 2015;
Henssen et al., 2016; de Manzano and Ullen, 2018; Kruggel,
2018; Valizadeh et al., 2018; Doucet et al., 2019) and in terms
of duration and other aspects of sleep (Van Dongen et al.,
2005; Lewandowski et al., 2013; Saletin et al., 2013; Rusterholz
et al., 2017; Chaput et al., 2018). This suggests that different
expressions of the above concepts and/or different concepts apply
in other individuals. These views point to the need to explore
the generalizability issue with further microlongitudinal n-of-
1 analyses.

Do the Findings Reflect Normal
Interactions in This Individual?
The following points suggest that the findings reflect normal
interactions in this individual.

First, the medical history, brain scans, daily health measures,
and related physician reviews indicated that the individual was
in normal health. Cerebral blood flow velocities were normal and
allostatic load was low. Daily survey responses indicated that he
felt happy, mentally alert, and healthy and did not suffer from
anxiety or depression.

Second, the thickness maintenances of each hemisphere were
consistent with normal thicknesses of healthy adults. More
specifically, his thickness maintenance means and ranges were
encompassed within mean measures of hemispheric thicknesses
from studies that applied FreeSurfer thickness measurement
procedures to normal adult groups with age ranges that spanned
or were less than his age (Figure 10).

Finally, the individual did not suffer from sleep disorders
and maintained his pre-study healthy sleep habits during the
study. Daily survey responses indicated that he felt rested
upon awakening, had high energy, and did not experience
changes in sleep, difficulty concentrating, or tiredness/fatigue.

FIGURE 10 | Means and variations of respective left and right cortical
hemispheric thicknesses as measured with FreeSurfer in recent studies of 11
normal adult groups (1–11) having indicated age ranges, compared to the
studied individual. Variation bars reflect 95% confidence intervals from
reported standard deviations (1, 2, 7, 8, 9, and 10), ranges (4 and 6), or root
mean square errors (11). Group 3 variations were not reported, and group 5
variations were very small (SD = 0.002). Dashed lines bracket the upper and
lower range of means of these groups. Means of thickness maintenances in
the studied individual fell within this range. From: group 1 (Tremblay and
Deschamps, 2016), 2 (McGuire et al., 2017), 3 (Kang et al., 2012), 4
(Ottino-Gonzalez et al., 2017), 5 (van Erp et al., 2018), 6 (Meyer et al., 2014), 7
(Maingault et al., 2016), 8 (Perlman et al., 2017), 9 (Shaw et al., 2016), 10
(Tremblay and Deschamps, 2016), and 11 (Potvin et al., 2017).

His sleep durations were regular and fluctuated within adult
population guidelines for normal sleep. For example, national
advisory groups have suggested 7–9 h/night (NIH, 2011;
Consensus Conference et al., 2015; CDC, 2019), the National
Sleep Foundation further considers as may-be-appropriate 5–
7 h (Hirshkowitz et al., 2015a,b), and a recent National Health
Interview Survey considered ≥ 6 h as adequate (Sheehan
et al., 2019). Compared to these guidelines, his sleep reversibly
fluctuated around a mean duration of 7.6 h/night and, for 98% of
nights, remained within guideline ranges of > 6 to < 9 h/night.

These views suggest that the individual was in normal health
and had thickness maintenance and sleep duration fluctuations
that were within normal adult population ranges and guidelines.
This suggests that the present findings reflect normal interaction
dynamics in this individual.

What Mechanisms Mediate Normal
Interplay Between Sleep and Thickness
Maintenance in This Individual?
The fluctuations in the studied individual’s thickness
maintenance were previously proposed to result from
continuously ongoing, normal remodeling/turnover in cortical
substrates (Wall et al., 2017). These substrates are neurons and
glia with associated processes and neuropil, arterial–capillary–
venous vasculature cells, and intracellular/extracellular/vascular
fluid and related spaces (Bennett, 2011; Kays et al., 2012; Thomas
et al., 2012). Studies in normal adult animals suggest that all
these substrates normally fluctuate over hours, days, and weeks.
As previously reviewed in detail (Wall et al., 2017), ongoing
fluctuations include, e.g., extensions and retractions of axonal
branches and boutons, dendrites and spines, and glial processes.
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Further fluctuations involve ongoing cell loss, angiogenesis,
gliogenesis, and fluxes in volumes of cells and intracellular,
extracellular, and vascular fluid spaces. The involved short time
periods, distances of spatial change, and high substrate densities
arguably suggest that these normal substrate fluctuations result in
continuous remodeling/turnover that becomes further expressed
by normal fluctuation in ongoing thickness maintenance
(Wall et al., 2017).

From the present findings, we propose that his normal
sleep–wake cycle influenced, and was influenced by,
remodeling/turnover of cortical substrates via interplay
with normal circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms. This
proposal gets support from animal and human work.

For example, animal work suggests that sleep normally
interacts with combined circadian/allostatic/homeostatic
mechanisms that affect cortical structure via regulating
influences on, e.g., (a) cell maintenance — transcription,
translation, metabolism, mitochondrial function, antioxidant
response, and synthesis of neurochemicals (Zelinski et al.,
2014; Logan and McClung, 2019), (b) astrocyte surface/volume
ratio and extents of appositions with neurons (Bellesi et al.,
2015), (c) length and arborization of dendrites (Karatsoreos
et al., 2011; Havekes et al., 2016), and (d) number, volume,
and morphology of synapses (Raven et al., 2018). A recent
review of the synaptic homeostasis view suggests that trillions
of synapses undergo slimming by ≈20% over a night of sleep
(Cirelli and Tononi, 2017).

Sleep–wake cycle-related circadian/allostatic/homeostatic
mechanisms also affect cortical substrates via glymphatic
functions. For example, nightly sleep activation of the glymphatic
system is normally accompanied by a 60% increase in cortical
interstitial space volume and related increases in cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) flow, interstitial fluid, delivery of nutrients, and toxic
metabolic waste clearance (Xie et al., 2013; Jessen et al., 2015;
Boespflug and Iliff, 2018).

Supplementing animal work, human group studies have
begun to document normal sleep–wake cycle effects on cortical
thickness, fluid movement near cortical edges, and sleep delta
wave coupled hemodynamic and CSF flow rhythms (Hodkinson
et al., 2014; Trefler et al., 2016; Elvsashagen et al., 2017, 2019;
Thomas et al., 2018; Fultz et al., 2019). These effects also involve
mediation by circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms.

From these lines of evidence, we propose that the observed
bidirectional interplay involved normal fluctuations in sleep that
interacted with circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms
that influenced subsequent normal dynamics of cortical
substrate remodeling/turnover and thickness maintenance.
This, in turn, contributed to cortical interactions with
circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms to influence
subsequent normal sleep dynamics.

What Mechanisms May Relate
Specifically to the Observed Inverse
Dynamics in This Individual?
We suggest that, in the sleep-to-thickness direction, the
studied individual’s normal sleep fluctuations interacted with

correspondingly varying circadian/allostatic/homeostatic
mechanisms which affected subsequent normal cortical substrate
remodeling/turnover. For example, as indicated above, preceding
shorter durations of normal sleep might have translated into
shorter/lower sleep-related cortical clearance of CSF, interstitial
fluid, and metabolic waste and/or less sleep-related downscaling
of synaptic neuropil substrates. These effects could arguably
contribute to normal substrate remodeling/turnover, leading
to inverse higher normal thickness maintenance levels. With
longer normal preceding sleep durations, these effects may have
been reversed and contributed to inverse lower normal thickness
maintenance levels.

In the thickness-to-sleep direction, his fluctuations
over higher and lower normal thickness maintenance
levels may have correspondingly variably interacted with
circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms to affect
subsequent normal sleep. For example, preceding higher normal
thickness maintenance levels may have been associated with the
above effects which, in turn, may have contributed to subsequent
inversely related shorter normal duration sleep. Alternatively,
with preceding lower normal thickness maintenance levels,
these effects may have been reversed to contribute to subsequent
inversely related longer normal-duration sleep.

These possibilities could be further examined by extending
the scope of the present study, which addressed potential
temporal relationships between spontaneously ongoing normal
fluctuations in sleep duration and thickness maintenance, to a
study where the subject deliberately regulates his sleep durations
in downward and upward directions to the limits of normal
sleep guidelines. This could serve as a further test for inverse
interactions in the sleep–thickness maintenance and thickness
maintenance–sleep directions.

The above views share consistencies with glymphatic and
synaptic homeostasis viewpoints on sleep and its normal effects
on cortical substrates (Lucey and Holtzman, 2015; Nedergaard
and Goldman, 2016; Cirelli and Tononi, 2017; de Vivo et al., 2017;
Diering et al., 2017; Boespflug and Iliff, 2018; Rasmussen et al.,
2018; Shokri-Kojori et al., 2018).

Implications
The present findings have three implications.

Implication 1: an individual’s cortical thickness maintenance
and sleep can, under normal conditions, be bidirectionally
related.

Existing sleep and cortical MRI work leads to an impasse
in defining the direction(s) of normal interplay between sleep
and cortical thickness largely because it focuses on group
average observations from one or few sleep and thickness
measures per person and/or on between-measure times that
are too long or irregular, for identifying the direction(s) of
relationships. The present individual-focused, microlongitudinal
time series analyses suggest that normal sleep duration and
normal thickness maintenance interacted bidirectionally. It is
difficult to completely rule out the possibility that some spurious
factor(s) explain the present results. However, the findings that
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directional contingencies occurred repeatedly, at short intervals,
with graded impacts for specific nights, over successive weeks and
bilaterally, point to patterns that are consistent with temporal “if–
then” contingencies between sleep and thickness maintenance.
This claim merits attention and points to a need for further
microlongitudinal n-of-1 studies.

Implication 2: interaction dynamics between normal cortical
thickness maintenance and sleep in the studied individual
appear to involve or even require interactions with other factors.

This implication arises from the following considerations.
First, the regression lines for significant inverse sleep–thickness
and thickness–sleep relationships had R2-values of, e.g., 0.059 for
week and 0.190 for individual night sleep periods. In addition,
the time sequence analyses indicated that 32–68% of periods for
different individual nights had inverse relationships. These results
leave room for influences of other factors.

Second, sleep and cortical structure are each known to
influence and be influenced by a range of factors. For example,
each is integrated within dynamic, non-linear, reciprocally
interactive circadian/allostatic/homeostatic mechanisms which
interact with cognitive, autonomic, genetic, immunological,
hormonal, metabolic, and other factors (Wulff et al., 2010;
Zelinski et al., 2014; Carroll et al., 2015; McEwen and Karatsoreos,
2015; Musiek and Holtzman, 2016; Logan and McClung, 2019).
The present correlation and time sequence results clearly leave
room for substantial influences of these or other factors that
were not measured. A comprehensive understanding of multi-
factor interaction dynamics between sleep and cortical structural
“-omics” in an individual is not yet available but is a viable future
target for precision health maintenance research.

Implication 3: microlongitudinal n-of-1 analysis may prove
useful for understanding how to optimize the interaction
of cortical structural maintenance and sleep in the studied
individual.

Paralleling the limited understanding of what constitutes
optimal sleep (Blunden and Galland, 2014; Matricciani et al.,
2017; Chaput et al., 2018), concepts that define an individual
person’s optimal sleep duration, brain maintenance, and related
interactions also remain unclear.

The present findings may be helpful for promoting cortical
health and avoiding thickness maintenance problems in the
studied individual. For example, as discussed above, nights with
normal shorter sleep durations may result in lower normal
cortical interstitial fluid and metabolic waste clearance and
reduced neuropil downscaling which, in turn, could subsequently
contribute to higher normal thickness maintenance levels. These
higher levels appeared reversible with intervening nights of
normal longer sleep durations. However, this same higher
thickness maintenance, if persistent due to repeated short or
disrupted sleep, may result in prodromal detrimental metabolic
or pro-inflammatory effects on substrate remodeling/turnover
that may promote eventual thickness thinning as commonly
occurs with comorbid sleep disorders and cortical degenerative
diseases (Ju et al., 2014; Sanchez-Espinosa et al., 2014;

Suh et al., 2016; Cedernaes et al., 2017; Macey et al.,
2018). Potentially also contributing, consistently short nightly
sleep durations may result in shorter or fewer periods of
healthy sleep-related cortical activity and disruption of normal
hemodynamic and CSF rhythms (Fultz et al., 2019; Hablitz
et al., 2019). This may also adversely impact cortical substrate
remodeling/turnover and thickness maintenance. Thus, a shift in
this individual’s sleep habits from consistently reversing shorter
and longer normal sleep durations to, instead, consistently short
sleep durations may lead to different consequences for his
thickness maintenance.

As can be seen in the present study, a microlongitudinal
n-of-1 time series approach can begin to provide data on
personal patterns of healthy sleep and cortical maintenance
interactions over day–week–month times. This raises the
provocative possibility of using an individual’s idiosyncratic
patterns of sleep and thickness maintenance “-omics”
to proactively identify early preclinical dispositions
for cortical degenerative and related mental/cognitive
disorders. This could contribute to filling acknowledged
gaps in understanding of sleep and brain health
(Fung et al., 2016).

Limitations
This study has clear limitations: (1) the data are from one person
and were collected to assess concepts in this person, (2) cortical
structural maintenance is assessed only in terms of thickness,
(3) sleep is assessed in terms of duration, not with actigraphy,
polysomnography, or other sleep dimensions, and (4) it is meant
as a starting, not finishing, line for understanding the addressed
questions at an individual-person level.

CONCLUSION

There currently is no conceptualization of how normal
structural maintenance of an individual person’s brain
interacts with sleep on a day–day and week–week basis.
The present microlongitudinal time series analyses reveal
normal dynamics of uni- and bi-directional interactions
between maintenance of cortical structure and sleep that
are currently not recognized at an individual-person level.
These interactions are suggested to result from cortical and
sleep influences on normal circadian/allostatic/homeostatic
mechanisms that affect sleep and remodeling/turnover of
cortical substrates. These n-of-1 findings have implications
for precision medicine use of microlongitudinal time series
data from a particular person to optimize that person’s sleep
and brain health.
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